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Today, the sport of ice hockey in North America is dominated by its premier circuit, the National Hockey League (N.H.L.). However, at the beginning of this century, the sport had only begun its transformation into a commercially driven spectacle, which, according to Gruneau and Whitson, now sells everything from beer to national identity. Emerging during a period of rapid urbanization and industrialization in Eastern Canada, hockey underwent significant developments through the final decades of the nineteenth century, as more leisure opportunities for Canadians helped make hockey Canada’s favorite winter sport. It was within this context that the amateur hockey associations encountered a phenomenon present in most popular team sports of this period—professionalism. While Canadian amateur associations sought to forbid professionals in their clubs and leagues, a semi-professional league was formed in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, primarily furnished with players banned from the amateur ranks in Canada. In the meantime, the first openly professional team, the Portage Lakes Hockey Club, was formed in northern Michigan. Five communities in the United States and Ontario formed the International Hockey League (I.H.L.) in 1904, which would usher in a new era for the sport of ice hockey. The loss of high-caliber players to the new, U.S.-based league resulted in a battle for control of the rights of the top players of the day, concerns about the decline of amateurism in the sport, and outrage over U.S. influences on one of Canada’s national institutions.

This league operated for only three seasons, disbanding in the fall of 1907. This paper will identify a number of reasons for the collapse of the league. Traditionally, the league’s demise has been attributed to a lack of spectators; however, as this paper will show, the primary reason the league disbanded was a loss of players. The elite Canadian leagues professionalized because the only way
to keep players from migrating to the I.H.L. was to pay them comparable wages. Thus, the purpose of this paper is to review the development of the I.H.L. in its five league communities, examine how its operations influenced the operators of elite-level Canadian hockey and its importance in the transformation of the sport to a more commercialized form. Civic boosterism and the need for skilled players led I.H.L. club managers to pay athletes, but the battle for control of elite hockey players would ultimately be won by the established Canadian leagues. Despite its brief existence, the I.H.L. signaled a new era for hockey; soon many of the top leagues used professional players, and elite-level hockey, like many other team spectator sports of this period, became the preserve of professionals. Only after examining the operations of the I.H.L. and its members in greater detail can the significant influence of this league on the sport of ice hockey be revealed.

**Early Developments in Ice Hockey**

The first ice rinks in eastern Canada were built for semi-commercial purposes by upper-middle-class Canadians, who used them for skating, masquerades, and other social activities. By the 1870s, there were a dozen such rinks in Canada. At the same time, early forms of hockey were being played by army regiments in both Kingston, Ontario, and Halifax, Nova Scotia. However, it was not until March 3, 1875, that the first recorded hockey game was played, at Montreal’s Victoria Skating Rink. It would be in Montreal that the sport’s early developments would occur. Hockey was soon taken up by other larger Canadian cities, and by the mid 1890s rinks were constructed specifically for the purpose of playing the sport.

In the meantime, increased interest in the sport facilitated the formation of various amateur associations, which were organized by the upper middle class of larger urban centers such as Montreal or Toronto. As late as 1895, hockey was still restricted to the more privileged members of Canadian communities. Thus, the involvement of the working class was peripheral to the early development of the game, as the middle class leaders of the amateur associations tried to govern the sport under the auspices of amateur ideals adopted from Victorian England. It was these leaders who would be threatened most by the intrusion of professionals.

But with the growth in the popularity of the sport, games were soon also played by groups outside of the middle class in eastern Canada’s larger urban centers. The increased interest in games made hockey a potentially commercial spectator sport. As the game became more widespread, the amateur associations encountered problems dealing with professionalism. While earlier in the nineteenth century, social class had determined amateur status in Canada, by the time hockey became more widely played, money was the primary indicator of one’s amateur or professional status. With the pressures of civic boosterism emphasizing the outcomes of matches between clubs, teams began using various methods to acquire players, such as altering birth certificates, offering secret payments, and relocating players, that directly conflicted with the tenets of
amateurism. In these ways, professionalism crept into the sport in Canada, well before the first professional league had been formed.\textsuperscript{19} The detection and punishment of alleged professional players then became the primary objective of the Canadian amateur leagues, particularly the powerful Ontario Hockey Association (O.H.A.),\textsuperscript{20} and the I.H.L. would later provide a convenient scapegoat for many of the problems already present in the sport.

**Hockey and the I.H.L. Communities**

With considerable growth and development of the sport,\textsuperscript{21} hockey was introduced in new areas, many of which had little or no ties to Victorian ideals of amateurism. By the early 1900s it was Canada’s most popular winter sport,\textsuperscript{22} played in most regions.\textsuperscript{23} In the United States, the game was not as widely played, although many other team sports, such as baseball, had assumed an “unprecedented prominence in the daily lives of millions of Americans.”\textsuperscript{24} Advances in transportation and increased urbanization and industrialization catalyzed the proliferation of sporting clubs and competition between many regions. For example, in 1865 the United States had 35,000 miles of railway track, by 1900 this had grown to more than 242,000 miles,\textsuperscript{25} opening up many new territories and opportunities for sporting endeavors. A national affinity for sporting experiences, a cold winter climate, and new opportunities for communities to organize and compete in sport made the northern United States a potential hotbed for the Canadian winter sport of hockey.

However, unlike in Canada, hockey would not develop under the influence of amateurism; this British approach to sports competition did not resonate with working-class cities such as Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and the mining communities of northern Michigan. As explained by Couvares, many of the working-class inhabitants of Pittsburgh did not discern between the professional and amateur in their sporting pastimes.\textsuperscript{26} Some residents of Pittsburgh, who had played ice polo during the latter half of the nineteenth century, took up ice hockey after a series of exhibition games against a visiting Queen's University team, from Kingston, familiarized the locals with the Canadian game.\textsuperscript{27} The sport quickly became popular, but the city lacked skilled players. As a result, players were lured from Canada to the newly formed, semi-professional Western Pennsylvania Hockey League (W.P.H.L.) with promises of high-paid employment and small monetary inducements.\textsuperscript{28} At this time all Canadian associations were still amateur, and since many of the players had been already expelled from hockey in Canada for being professionals,\textsuperscript{29} the W.P.H.L. provided an opportunity for these players to continue their careers.\textsuperscript{30} The W.P.H.L. featured four teams, all of which played in Pittsburgh’s Duquesne Gardens, at that time one of only two artificial ice surfaces in North America.\textsuperscript{31}

Until the 1904-05 season, the winner of the Western Pennsylvania League championship played the Portage Lakes Hockey Club from Houghton, Michigan, for what was referred to as “The Championship of the United States,” presumably because they were the only elite-level senior teams playing in the United States.
at that time. Houghton was known as “the birthplace of organized hockey in the United States” because its team, the Portage Lakes Hockey Club, had been formed at the turn of the century. It relied on the playing abilities of several transplanted Canadians, including Dr. John L. “Doc” Gibson, a local dentist, and used the same recruitment practices as the operators of the Western Pennsylvania League, paying Canadian players and even inducing some players from the Western Pennsylvania League to join its team. In fact, Portage Lakes became so strong that, in the 1903-04 season, exhibition games against teams from both Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, and Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, and against the Western Pennsylvania League clubs, provided inadequate competition. Because amateur regulations in Canada forbade the top Canadian teams from playing against either Houghton or Pittsburgh, and because American teams and their supporters wanted more competitive, evenly balanced, exciting hockey games, the need for a professional league in the United States became evident.

The Upper Peninsula of Michigan would not be represented by just one I.H.L. team; Calumet, nearby rival to Houghton, also sought to enter a team into the new league. Approximately thirty miles from the Houghton-Hancock township, Calumet was of similar size and industry, relying on the copper mining operations of the Calumet and Hecla Company. Hockey was not an established sport in Calumet, although an ice rink had opened in nearby Laurium in 1890. Another rink had later been constructed, but neither would be suitable for hockey because poles in the centers of the rinks “interfered considerably with combination plays.” Given Calumet’s relative inexperience in operating hockey teams and facilities, it is likely that civic rivalry with Houghton provided the impetus for Calumet’s involvement in the first professional league.

In addition to the civic rivalry between the towns of Houghton and Calumet, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, and Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, had a geographic rivalry, and involvement by one community would draw in the other. Hockey had already become a firmly entrenched sports activity in both towns by the turn of the century, and teams from the Michigan Soo had played amateur games against Canadian teams, such as the Toronto Varsity. By 1903 the Michigan Soo had organized what was considered to be a professional club, comprising former Pittsburgh and Houghton players, playing home games at the curling rink located on Ridge Street. Meanwhile, across the border, the Canadian Soo had already entered a team into the Ontario Hockey Association and, like their American counterparts, played games at their own local curling rink. In addition, the Canadian town had established a three-team intermediate league and a junior league comprising Y.M.C.A. and high school teams. Early competitions between the Michigan and Canadian Soo senior teams were often one-sided; one such game in January of 1903 resulted in a 18-1 score favoring the Canadians. However, as the Michigan Soo began acquiring the services of experienced players from Pittsburgh and Houghton, the American team became more competitive. With the remaining O.H.A. teams such a long distance from the Soo, the Canadian team opted to play against its U.S. rival and risk being professionalized by the O.H.A.
While the leagues in Canada had been accused of professional practices for several years, it was not until the formation of the Portage Lakes Hockey Club and the International Hockey League in 1904 that open professionalism arrived in hockey. The Portage Lakes Hockey Club would be the flagship team and would be joined by a club from Pittsburgh, which would disband the Western Pennsylvania League in order to enter a team in the new professional circuit. During the previous season, in 1903-04, exhibition games against the Portage Lakes team had led the O.H.A. to ban both the Sault Ste. Marie towns. As a result, it was likely that the two Soo teams would join the new league, as they would be unable to compete against the Canadian amateur teams. The Ontario Soo club had already faced the wrath of the O.H.A. by ignoring amateur regulations to compete against their nearby American counterparts.

In the fall of 1903, James R. Dee of Houghton wrote to Pittsburgh to initiate discussion on the formation of a national hockey association. By the fall of 1904 with the possible inclusion of a team from the Canadian Soo, the Sault Ste. Marie Evening News reported that the proposed league would “adopt the name ‘International’ or something of similar significance.” At a meeting held on November 5,1904, prominent business leaders from Pittsburgh, the Canadian Soo, and northern Michigan considered franchises for a number of cities, including Montreal, Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, St. Paul, Milwaukee, Grand Rapids, and Duluth. Eventually, the league accepted teams from Houghton, Pittsburgh, the two Soos; and Calumet, the nearby civic rival of Houghton. In addition, a revenue-sharing plan suggested by the Canadian Soo—that gate receipts be divided in a 60-40, home-visitor split—was adopted by the league. Revenue sharing would make the long journey to Pittsburgh more palatable, given the potential gate moneys that could be generated in that city’s commodious Duquesne Gardens.

The residents of the I.H.L. communities would anxiously await the onset of the league’s inaugural season. The town of Houghton was a rapidly developing community that drew mining and other business interests. This community, like most found in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, was created because of copper mines and depended upon the operations of the nearby Calumet and Hecla Mine. Future Portage Lakes Hockey Club player and Hockey Hall of Fame inductee, Frederick “Cyclone” Taylor, remembered Houghton as “a great Saturday night fun place for miners who prefer to patronize something other than art museums or the opera house.” The Calumet and Hecla Mine disapproved of company-owned or operated businesses, allowing for other business interests, such as potential sports entrepreneurs, to develop and prosper. The mine was prosperous, paying out its biggest dividends in 1899, and the area’s population and mining employment would peak in 1910. The small towns of Houghton and Calumet, with populations of 3,359 and 4,668, respectively, were flourishing mining communities whose citizens would welcome the I.H.L. as a contrast to the harsh realities of work life in an industrializing community.

In Pittsburgh, coal, iron, and glass were the underpinnings of the city’s industrial economy. Although much larger in size, Pittsburgh was similar to
the other I.H.L. towns in that its population featured a large percentage of working-class citizens. Meanwhile, the two Soo communities, divided only by an international border and the Soo Locks, had developed a keen rivalry; the presence of one team in the I.H.L. made the other’s involvement a certainty. As explained by J.C. Boyd, president of the Canadian Soo rink company, the Ontario “town wanted a team that could lick the American Soo.” The five I.H.L. communities seemed an ideal fit for the new league; interest in games in northern Michigan and the two Soos would be driven by civic boosterism, while Pittsburgh provided a large population base and established hockey tradition to fill its arena. However, the other league communities lacked similar rinks, and the preparation of facilities was necessary for the success of the new league. Houghton, which had built its $16,000, 2500-seat Amphidrome in the fall of 1902, was followed by Calumet’s 4000-seat Palestra, erected with similar fanfare and cost for the start of the 1904-05 season. Pittsburgh featured the Duquesne Gardens, with its artificial ice surface and 5000-seat capacity, which had been used previously to host Western Pennsylvania Hockey League games. Not to be outdone, the American Soo team renamed their arena.

With the league communities eagerly anticipating the inaugural 1904-05 season, team operators scrambled to acquire players. Managers were compelled to “send missionaries through[out Canada] looking for hockey [talent].” The teams immediately set their sights on the top players of the day, including “Hod” Stuart, who was considered by some to be the “greatest hockey player in the world.” Stuart’s services were acquired by the Calumet team; the native of Ottawa, Ontario, would be paid the princely sum of $1800 to play for the team and manage the club’s rink for the 1904-05 season. As the other teams finished assembling club rosters, the Sault Ste. Marie Evening News reported that the I.H.L. clubs would feature an unparalleled level of competitive talent.”

The local supporters soon adopted nicknames for their teams. Players from the two Soos were called “Lock City Men,” while those from copper country were labeled “Miners.” Pittsburgh players were “Coal Heavers,” and supporters of the American Soo team preferred to call their players “Wolverines.” Local businesses took advantage of the league’s popularity, by installing private telephones in hotels and saloons that allowed reports to be relayed directly from the arenas. Similarly, railway companies scheduled extra excursions to and from nearby I.H.L. communities, both before and after games, and arranged for spectators to travel the longer distances for games against league rivals.” As evidenced by the league’s effects on other local businesses, the economic impact of the I.H.L., particularly on the smaller mining towns of northern Michigan, could not be measured solely in team profits.

For three seasons I.H.L. games entertained the communities. Calumet, led by “Hod” Stuart, won the first league championship, before Houghton’s Portage Lakes Hockey Club returned to win both the 1905-06 and 1906-07 titles. The league did encounter some problems, such as when the Canadian Soo team disbanded during the 1905-06 season, only to return the following year. The Canadian Soo team remained the weak club throughout the league’s operations,
suffering from low attendance and poor performances, but had little option other than entering a team in the I.H.L. as a result of the team’s banishment from the O.H.A. This team lost money in all three years of operations, but the remaining clubs were usually able to turn a profit. However, small populations and gates limited teams to small profits. This problem of low profits was further compounded by the fact that the league allowed teams to bid with one another for a player’s services, which resulted in the eventual suggestion of a salary cap. As explained by James R. Dee of Houghton, the Amphidrome would need to be sold out for every game if the team was to turn a significant profit. Given the slim chance of a team producing a solid profit, it is likely that the primary motivation driving many of the league operators was boosterism, or the promotion of one’s local community, rather than any expectations of monetary gain. However, given the prominence of local ownership, there were other obvious benefits to hosting games, including the patronage of other business interests. Thus, despite the fact that players were paid on the I.H.L. teams, the early entrepreneurs in the smaller I.H.L. towns could be described as operating “community” teams, rather than what Kidd calls “full market” or “capitalist” clubs; the value of the team operating locally could not be measured solely in terms of the revenues it generated at the gate. The use of professional players was more a reflection of the lack of skilled hockey players in most of the I.H.L. communities, which meant that the athletes had to be paid outright to relocate from Canada to play, than it was an effort of club owners to operate profitable commercial enterprises. As long as the owners could achieve limited financial rewards, or even bear a small loss, the teams continued to operate.

The Professionalization of Canadian Ice Hockey and the Demise of the I.H.L.

The financial viability of the I.H.L. would ultimately be determined by external forces beyond the control of the league teams and communities. As the managers of the I.H.L. clubs continued to operate, a number of changes were occurring in elite-level hockey in Canada that would eventually determine the fate of the professional league in the United States. While the International Hockey League would have a significant impact on the communities that hosted league games from 1904 to 1907, it would also affect the elite Canadian amateur leagues. As discussed earlier, the I.H.L. towns did not have enough local talent to fill club rosters, so many of the top players from associations such as the Ontario Hockey Association were lured to play professionally. Every I.H.L. player received a salary to play hockey, and some were also given lucrative employment positions within the community. Because the hockey season lasted only three months, most players returned to Canada after the end of the playing season, which made the process of acquiring players begin anew for I.H.L. managers each fall.

Even as I.H.L. teams sought out professional players each year, the Canadian leagues steadfastly claimed amateur status and publicly scorned professionalism.
This anti-professional stance was challenged by one Toronto Star reporter, who determined that the amateur leagues were guilty of professionalism; when the leagues paid players eager to join the I.H.L. to stay in Canada, “the great amateur principles [were] soon swept aside when it [came] down to a straight proposition of dollars and cents.”88 The task of luring players to the I.H.L. communities had not been a problem for I.H.L. teams, as long as the players were willing to forgo amateur principles. When there was no other professional leagues, there was no market competition for the services of professional hockey players. However, in the fall of 1904, as I.H.L. teams began assembling team rosters, the I.H.L. managers encountered competition, with the Ontario Hockey Association bidding for players. One I.H.L. newspaper recognized the hypocritical stance of the alleged amateur teams, stating that “the question arises as to whether honest professionalism or dishonest amateurism is preferable.”89

The salaries of hockey players, in both the I.H.L. and the so-called amateur Canadian leagues, would be increased by such market competition, which potentially jeopardized the operations of the elite leagues in both countries. This competition reached such a high level that the Pittsburgh Sun finally suggested having both the U.S. and Canadian leagues agree to restrict player movement, particularly players who chose to switch clubs in mid-season.90 With such controls in mind, the Pittsburgh club and the Montreal Wanderers were rumored to have agreed to exchange players to ensure that the Canadian team won the Stanley Cup, and the American team the I.H.L. championship.91

Although many of the Canadian amateur teams were secretly paying players to keep them from switching associations and to stop the departure of talent to the I.H.L., most associations continued to claim adherence to the principles of amateurism. The most outspoken supporter of amateurism was John Ross Robertson of the O.H.A.92 As the I.H.L. prepared for its inaugural season in 1904, Robertson announced that “for self preservation, the stand of the Ontario Hockey Association against the professionalism of Pittsburgh, Houghton, Calumet and the Soo must be uncompromisingly antagonistic . . . . Any player who figures on any of these teams must be banished from Ontario Hockey.”93

While players moving between amateur associations posed one kind of problem for the O.H.A., it was the professionalism94 of the I.H.L. that would become the greatest threat to amateurism. To fight this, the O.H.A. implemented a stringent anti-professional scheme, which included residence rules, certifications, and a carding system.95 The O.H.A. boasted that it had never reinstated a player who had played for an American team,96 but this stance would actually aid the I.H.L. in its search for players, because banned players would have no choice but to move to the U.S.-based league for the rest of their careers. Unlike other sports, such as lacrosse, where professionals could play alongside amateurs,97 in hockey banished players had no playing alternative other than an I.H.L. team.98

With the migration of players to the I.H.L. and secret payments to players to remain in Canada, it became apparent that strictly amateur teams could not “compete with pseudo-amateur (or semi-professional) leagues.”99 By 1906, after two years of I.H.L. operations, many Canadian associations featured hidden
professionals, and to stop this hypocritical practice, the Eastern Canada Amateur Hockey Association (E.C.A.H.A.) instituted a provision that allowed professionals to play alongside amateurs, as long as a player’s status was declared in advance to the public. This was done to stop the flow of talent to the U.S. league, acknowledge the prevalence of professionals within the sport, and perhaps still allow amateurs to remain in high-level competition. However, the decision had an adverse effect on the I.H.L.; not only were the managers of the I.H.L. teams forced to bid against Canadian teams for players, now former I.H.L. and W.P.H.L. players could return to Canada to play. Many hockey enthusiasts in Canada saw this decision as a way of stopping amateur teams from engaging in hidden professionalism. The Houghton Daily Mining Gazette predicted that, by 1907, professionals would no longer be playing under the guise of amateurism. With Canadian players waiting to see what offers could be obtained from teams in Montreal and Ottawa, it was feared that the I.H.L.’s caliber of play would be diminished.

With this new regulation, the Canadian leagues finally openly accepted professionalism and no longer had to secretly keep professionals on team rosters. This sentiment was expressed by president Gorman of the Canadian Amateur Athletic Union, who said:

> there are just as many professionals as there are . . . amateurs, and there is no one that I have any more respect for than the man who comes out and plays the game fair. The men I am down on are those who pretend they are amateurs.

In the spring of 1906 the Stratford Daily Herald aggressively attacked the amateur associations, reporting that

> hockey has been played for ten years or more in Canada by men paid good salaries to play the game. Yet, they are called amateurs . . . . Better to come out boldly as professionals, because this is what most of the big teams in Canada [are] today.

Similarly, a letter from a Canadian hockey enthusiast, W.A. Patterson, of Toronto, echoed this sentiment, explaining that fans were tired of alleged amateurism and that the city of Toronto seemed ready to accept professional hockey. However, with the acceptance of professionals in the elite Canadian leagues, the future of the I.H.L. was now bleak.

Following the third I.H.L. season in the spring of 1907, the Sault Ste. Marie Evening News praised the success of the I.H.L., claiming that “it looks as though the league has not only thoroughly established itself but is just about to enter upon a period of remarkable growth.” Nevertheless, by the fall of 1907, I.H.L. managers were encountering more problems in acquiring the services of players for the 1907-08 season, “as the Canadian puck-chasers, whether of high or low degree, are not showing any particular desire to rush over the border.”
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management of the American Soo informed I.H.L. president Kemp that they could not secure players unless the players were offered “exorbitant salaries.” With the other I.H.L. teams unable to obtain players at reasonable rates, the I.H.L. executive agreed to disband for the 1907-08 season. The Houghton Daily Mining Gazette reported that this was because “the Canadian players can sign with the former amateur teams of the Dominion for more money than the American managers can afford.” Unlike in Canada, the communities of the I.H.L. had not had sufficient time to develop their own local players, so the high level of play in this league could not be maintained without an inflow of Canadian talent. The onus was then on the owners of the clubs, who had to decide whether the value of the team to the community outweighed the financial losses that had increased as a result of spiraling salary costs and decreases in attendance. Unfortunately for I.H.L. supporters, the league operators decided to disband.

Leaving a Legacy for Hockey

This paper has examined the importance of the International Hockey League in the transformation of ice hockey into a commercially and professionally driven sport. In *The Death of Hockey*, Kidd and Macfarlane explain that “as with so many of our resources, the sellout of hockey was the inevitable consequence of our proximity to the United States and our cheap faith in free enterprise.” However, the seeds of hockey’s transformation to a more commercialized form were sown prior to the migration of hockey to the United States. Problems associated with the intrusion of professionals into amateur leagues had occurred long before hockey was organized in communities such as Houghton or Pittsburgh. It was spectator demand for high-caliber competition in areas lacking skilled players that resulted in outright payments to players; the fact that Houghton and Pittsburgh were American cities is moot. The “sellout” of hockey would later occur in the mining communities of northern Ontario, and then on Canada’s west coast, with the formation of the Pacific Coast Hockey Association. However, the I.H.L. did encourage the commercialization of the game by signing many of the top players of that period. By providing a model of how a professional hockey league could be operated, the league forced elite amateur hockey associations in Canada to weigh the merits of upholding amateurism or paying players to maintain a competitive team. However, the popularity of the game in Canada would mean that, inevitably, control of the game would not be exclusive to those who had established the early elite hockey associations.

One year after the I.H.L. folded, Stanley Cup trustees agreed to allow the best hockey teams, amateur or professional, to vie for the coveted trophy, according to Jones, “it was obvious that the amateur teams could not compete with the professionals.” It was in this manner that being a hockey professional became equated with skill level, rather than simply social class or remunerative practices. Hall of Fame referee Chaucer Elliott stated that he believed that the professional player, as found in the I.H.L., was a better athlete, as the professional gave more
effort in trying to maintain a sporting livelihood. As Cosentino explained, it was also at this time that the notion developed that “the amateur, since he played his sport for no remuneration . . . was not worthy of being remunerated.” In effect, the professional player was now considered an expert, rather than someone who cheated amateur principles. The I.H.L. was an important catalyst in the rapid transformation of the elite level of the game in Canada during its critical growth period from 1900 to 1910.

As hockey slowly developed into an integral part of Canadian culture, the popularity of the sport would ultimately determine its commercial form, independent of the men of cities such as Montreal who had been instrumental in the sport’s formative years. The I.H.L. commenced operations during a period when the conflict between amateurism and professionalism, the most significant conflict in Canada’s early sporting history, was reaching its zenith. By 1907, the sport of ice hockey was in a state of transition, as most of the elite-level leagues in Canada were openly embracing professionalism. As explained by Young, supporters of amateurism would lose the battle for control of elite hockey in Canada, since staying amateur and remaining competitive was not possible for associations such as the O.H.A.; although “professionalism continued to be punished for decades thereafter . . . every year many of the best players moved to the pros.” In 1908, professional hockey had arrived in Canada, with the formation of the Ontario Professional Hockey League (O.P.H.L.) and the Temiskaming Hockey League’s adoption of the professional game. Many of the former I.H.L. players joined the O.P.H.L. or the professional Manitoba Hockey League.

The impact of I.H.L. players would be seen in Canadian hockey for many years to come; at least one former I.H.L. player would play on a Stanley Cup championship team from 1907 until 1916. Of the approximately forty players of this period to be enshrined in Hockey’s Hall of Fame, fourteen played for I.H.L. teams. I.H.L. referee Chaucer Elliott would also be inducted, along with Dr. John L. Gibson, whose role in the formation of the Portage Lakes Hockey Club and eventually the I.H.L. would result in his induction in the Builders category. The I.H.L. also had a number of other effects on the game of hockey. By 1904, hockey had already adopted universal rules, strategies, and equipment. It is difficult to determine if some of the rule changes enacted during the I.H.L.’s three seasons were in fact innovations or examples of the league adopting changes that originated in other leagues. However, I.H.L. referees were granted the authority to fine players for overly aggressive behavior, in an effort to reduce violence in I.H.L. contests, and the league quickly developed a reputation for fast, exciting play. Frederick “Cyclone” Taylor claimed that there was more emphasis on skating and stickhandling than in the Canadian leagues. Other practices made the I.H.L. game faster; several observers reported that the custom of “lifting” the puck into the opponent’s territory to relieve pressure, which slowed play during games, was not as prevalent in the I.H.L. I.H.L. teams also began using smaller, faster players at the point position, who could quickly move the puck up the ice from the defense position. As evidenced by the changes discussed...
above, the I.H.L.‘s contribution to hockey was not only in hastening the emergence of a more commercialized, professionalized form of the sport, but in featuring fast-paced, exciting games played by many of the top players of this period.\textsuperscript{134} For these reasons, the contribution of the I.H.L. to the development of the sport of ice hockey is unquestioned.

\* A version of this paper was presented at the 1997 North American Society for Sport History conference held at Springfield College. I wish to thank Dr. Barbara Schrodt for all her help, guidance, and encouragement with my research on this and other projects. I would also like to thank Dr. Nancy Struna for her comments on earlier versions of this paper, along with the informal feedback I received from others at the conference.
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